No Tags, No Restarts

SECTION 1: R TOUCH FRONT, R TOUCH SIDE, R TOUCH IN, OUT, IN, R STEP RIGHT, L TOUCH LEFT, L BEHIND, R SIDE, L CROSS
1,2 R touch front, R touch right side
3&4 R touch in next to L, R touch to right side, R touch in next to L
5,6 R step to right side, L touch to left side (with attitude: recommend a shoulder/body roll to the right as you step R and a snap as you touch L)
7&8 L step behind R, R step to right side, L cross over R (weight on L)

SECTION 2: R STEP, TWIST BOTH HEELS FOR 1/4 TURN, R COASTER STEP, L STEP, 1/2 TURN RIGHT, TRIPLE FORWARD L,R,L
1,2 R step to R (weight even), Twist both heels to left turning ¼ to right (3:00) (weight on L)
3&4 R step back, L step back next to R, R step forward
5,6 L step forward, Turn ½ to right stepping R forward (9:00)
7&8 Step L forward, Step R next to L, Step L forward

WALL 6/facing 6:00: emphasize the word “down” on the L step by pointing down or bringing hands down with a snap)
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